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ABSTRACT 

Starting from the aims and difficulties of social system> '"·•d•·l in~: 
this paper argues that a good understanding of dynamie mal,,,.,.,,., i-
cal models is indispensible. The author's background, ""'' it" ',.
lation to System Dynamics is elucidated, and a numbrr of .d,,l i" it i<>ns 
are given of concepts and terms that will be employetl. ,\ ,,,.t ,,· 
general guidelines, and a list of strategies and tools ''" under-
standing follow. Host of the methods presented have been "1'1'1 ;,,tJ 
successfully in an extensive study of the World Hodels hy For n·:>t<'r 
and Headows et al., and are commonly used in systems ·""' ···•ntrnl 
engineering. The main emphasis is on techniques am1 puiuL•.; (lf vi('h' 

that are generally unknown to researchers and praetic i '"'" i" ''"' non
-technical disciplines. 
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I. lNl'RODUCT ION 

One of the main purposes of social systems modeling is to help gain 

insight into the working of some real system. The investigator's view 

of the main components of the system and their interactions is described 

in terms of a set of mathematical equations. While important insights' 

are generated in the phase of model conceptualization, a further step in 

the direction of insight into the corresponding real system is to study 

the structure and assumptions of the model in an attempt to understand 

the causes of its behaviour. Moreover, insight into the working of a 

preliminary version of a model may be of great help to the modeler: it 

may attract attention to model parts that need further improvement, or 

even may lead to a total redesign. Once a model is considered to be 

completed, a thorough understanding of its inner working is indispensi

ble as a convincing basis for formulating policy starts, and to determine 

the best approach for possible further study. Moreover, in the uncertain 

environment of social systems, qualitative insights about behaviour modes, 

sensitivities, etc. are often more important and robust than quantitative 

results. Such conclusions, based on a thorough understanding of a model's 

working can be explained clearly and in simple terms, and offer possibili

ties for an adequate and convincing co0111unication of the results and 

conclusions of a modeling project to the clients .as well as to the public. 

Finally, knowledge about the mechanisms governing a inodel 1 s behaviour can 

be used for judging the validity of the model. 

For these and other reasons, understanding models is an 

issue important to all modeling studies. In general terms, a model is 

understood if its results and that of r:he whole study can be expressed 

in words and/or simple diagrams •, and ·oe made quite reasonable to anyonE' .. 

More specifically, one should be able to answer three types of questio"' 

about a model •s behaviour corr~~f..':tly without performing simulations, nameJ.f· 

- What will happen if .... (a certain asstmlptiun is made)? 

- Under what conditions will w ••• (a 'ipecified UchavitH'r take pi~•l·.~· ·' i 

It might even be argu•=d that <imple patterns '>r diagrams are superior to 
verbal description whea a mcdel 's working ha• tu be explained. Diagrams 
are abl7 to transfer the pattl:'rn of simultane··us interactions in a dynamic 
model dLrect~y ~<' lho= hwnan :u' ·~· Since langu<Jge is ess•mtially sequential, 
verbal descnptlon cannot doo .Ills. 
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- Why does the model behave the way it does? 

The first two questions are closely related, and require a general 

understanding of the dynamics included in the main components of the 

system, and of the interactions between these components. The latter 

question asks for explanation of the general dynamic properties in 

terms of the assumptions underlying the equations. 

Whereas a good understanding of the working of complicated dynamic 

models is essential, its acquisition remains a difficult and energy

-consuming task. At present, model understanding seems to be an under

developed part of systems analysis. The lack of effective, systematic, 

and preferably simple tools that help gain insight is serious. This 

paper attempts to meet in part the need for such techniques by pre

senting a list of guidelines that came up and tools that were found to 

be of use durlng an extensive analysis of the World2 131 and World3 1&1 
models. The paper is a continuation and partial extension of an article 

by Rademaker 191, upon which it has drawn freely .• For the most part, the 

guidelines and tools are well-known and used frequently, particularly 

in control- and systems-engineering circles. In Chapter II, some back

ground information will be given, mainly with respect to systems and 

control engineering and its relation to System Dynamics, and with res

pect tot the aims and goals of the 'Global Dynamics' project group. 

Chapter 111 presents a list of guidelines. A concise description of a 

nwnber of tools and techniques that nmy be of use for understanding 

dynamic models follows in Chapter IV, Since some of the techniques start 

from views that are not familiar to all system ·jynamicists, part of 

Chapter 11 is devoted to a d<,scription ot a few tutderlying concepts and 

definitions. 

The major part •.>f thi.:; paper dJ scus. >s the application and use 

of various COih:.ept~ and toc)ls. Whether t.11 investigator will a.ppreciatt! 

a technique as being appruoriate and easy to apply is mainly detennined 

by his background and expenence, and by his p€rsonal prd.,rences. 11ny 

judgement about the import..luce, utility, ap_~,>ropriatenes~ t "ilmplett<:>':is, · 

energy costs, etc. oi an approacl~ '.:untains :-:~ subjE'<'.tive element. i)arti·· 

cularly if the same results can bt' .Jbtained J l.ong di f te n~nt yrays. 

Clearly, the reader should keep in mind t::at his tl~o appl i •. ~s to th·.• 

judgcm<•nts put fprwud in this paper, 
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II • BACKGROUND 

11.1 :iY:J'I'I:.'M:i ANIJ CON1'11UL t'NGlNf:t'IIING, AND SYS1'/::M VYNAMICS 

The quick progression made in the field of aviation, electronics and 

the area of chemical processes was, at least in part, due to the fast 

evolution in the field of systems and control engineering in the 

years before and during \~orld War 11. Conversely, the need for 

practical and feasible solutions to actual problems was stimulating 

the development of what, nowadays ,is called "classical" in control 

theory. These prior analyses and theories dealt almost exclusively with 

linear systems, and were heavily based on impiricism and trial and error de~ign, 

and characterised by the lack of a fundamental theory. Uowever, problems in 

chemical and aerospace engineering grew more and more complex, and a 

more fundamental approach was urgently required. "Modern" controi 

theory was born in the late fifties, Rathe" than centering around fre

quency-domain techniques and feedback loops, as the classical approach, 

modern control theory focusses around general time-domain 

descriptions of dynamic systems. But, dcve loped and 

presented mainly b}l applied and pure mathem~::icians, it is quite in

accessible to most control engineers and others who are interested. 

Although modern control theory has unmeasurable qualitites, in many 

practical (and simple) problems the need for the c'ld art has not h•>cll 

eliminated yet. 

Hany fundamental ideas of System Dynamics as formulated by Forr.,ster 

in Industrial Dynamics 121 (particularly the emphasis on f"edback loops) 

are based on the classical approach in control theory. But there are 

many. differences, not only p.uadi~.matic, or in tht nature of the re

gearch objects, Uut also in the tec~u1ical :ield, . .;uch a~ the emphasis 

on nun I inearity, the time-du,Pain representation, ·.·.nd the abundant. usc 

of computer simulation, 

Still, Systen' nynand cb and systt.~,,s and cop1.:_rol t•.•eory deal with 

similar problems. Practicians in the two field~ atteol_t)t to analyse and 

understand dynamic systems Lo be able to 1mprov~ rea] system hehav.\t.~ur. 

Also, in both discipline::. there is <r tendency tl· tackle mere and more 

comple:x: prohlems. Increasing t:OIIIIJlexity ',./aS ont Jt ti-e in.eut:~vt~s to 
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adopt a 1110re general and fundamental approach in control theory, 

whereas - except for the extension of computer-simulation faci-

lities - no further development of tools for solving the complexity 

,;roblem seems to have been realized in the system-dynamics field. 

Therefore, System Dynamics may grow up to a higher degree of maturity 

if it would adopt and/or adapt ideas and techniques developed in 

modevn (and classical) control theory. Certainly, not all concepts 

will be useful, because System Dynamics focusses on a rather different 

field of ·application, but particularly in problem areas of high complexi

ty, where a systematic approach is required, such as parameter estimation, 

model analysis and understanding, and policy analysis, control theory 

offers a number of powerful tools which probably can be adapted to 

System Dynamics witho.ut too much trouble. A few examples have al-

ready been giv~n by Peterson 171 (parameter estimation) and Sharp 1121 
(systematic sensitivity analysis). Also in this paper it will - among 

other things - be tried to demonstrate the utility of certain engineering 

approaches (state-space concept, total linearisation). 

11.2 '1'1/E' PHOJ/::C2': 'GLOBAL DYNAMICS' 

This paper is one of several outcomes of the project 'Global Dynamics' 

(see also ref. lSI). The project was started in the course of 1972, 
after the appearance of the first publications on World models by 

Forrester 121, and ~leadows et al, jsl. In these publications it was 

- much more than in most econometric and macro-economic models - focussed 

on the dynamic properties of systems, including levels and feed-back loops, 

'and causality was emphasized. This might be one of the reasons that the 

attention of a number of system and control engineers was drawn. Another 

reason, however, was that there was a strong feeling that only little, 

if any, of the existing knowledge about and experience with the analysis 

and control of mathematical models of dynamic systems was used. There

fore, among other reasons, a project was started, the main aims and goals 

were ~ to build new models ·>r to criticize the assumptions made by 

the H.I.T.-groups, but: 

- to analyse the models from the control- and systems-science point of 

view, in an attempt to gain a thorough understanding of their inner 

working and structure. 
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- to examine the effects of various kinds of control, particularly 

(stabilizing) feedback control and optimizing control (dynamic 

optimization). 

- to communicate the information gathered and the inoights obtained 

to an audience as wide as possible, and to develop and compile an 

array of techniques for the analysis and control of dynaolic mudels. 

This paper forms part of an attempt to fulfill the last goal, but it 

cannot be seen as the result of a separate study. The activities of the 

gt·oup were centered around the study of the World2 and World3 DKJdels, 

and only afterwards the various methods and techniques used were listed, 

and their general usefulness for understanding was judged. This explains 

why the application of most of the toot. described in Chapter IV will 

be illustrated using examples of the Wbr.ld models. 

CONr.:f:.'F1'S AND DEFINI1'IONS 

This section will start with a description of the state-variable point 

of view and of its advantages when looking at a complex dynamic system. 

The state-variable concept underlies the greater part of modern systems 

and control theory, and also.many of the tools for understanding that 

are presented in this paper. 

The second part of this section will be devoted to the clarification 

of a number of terms that are used frequently, such as 'time constant', 

'model structure', and 'stability'. It is observed that different persons 

(or the same persons at different times) may. ddhere different meanings 

to each of these terms. To avoid misinterpretations, it will be tried 

to n~ake a clear distinction between the vnrious meanings. 

In classical control theory, the feedback loop plays a central part 

as a tool for influencing (mostly: stabilizing) as well as for ex

plaining a system's behaviour. Similarly,system dynamicists oft<Jn 

• 

... 
••• 
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sec a dynamic model as a ·conglomeration of interacting feedback loops •, 

However, in modern control theory the so-called state-apace view is 

prevailing. Th~s means that a dynamic system is seen as a conglomeration 

of interacting state variables. For ease of discussion a system without. 

time-varying inputs is considered. Its state-space description has the 

form: 

•• 
i 

!!.(t) = .;. + 

!!. is the vector of state variables, t
0 

the initialization time, 

and !(!!.,t) is the vector of algebraic (that means: lag-free) functions 

relating the rate of change of each state variable to the actual value 

of all state variables, including itself. State variables are all those 

variables the value of which is adjusted by integration of 

(I) 

(2) 

the effect of one or more rates. Thus, in system-dynamics models all levels 

together with the sublevels included in the 'delays••••cunstitute the. 

vector of state variables. If the number of state variables is n, !!. is 

a vector in an n-dimensional space, called the state-space. 

The point of view that a dynamic system consists of a restricted 

number of interacting state variables has a number of advantages: 

a. By nature, the state-variables approach focusses attention on those 

elements that are most imvortan.t from the dynamical point of view: 

the levels. 'fhe dynamic behaviour of a system finds its origin in 

the inertia included i~ the integration procf:ss taking place in 

the levels; without leveL;, no dynamic oehav.'.aur is possible at all! 

ln this context, it is amazing to ~ee ho..- !itt!• use is made of the 
feedback loop as an instrwntmt for influe_:•cing ~ehaviour iro. system
-dynamics policy analyses. 

x means: derivative of x with reot>ect to time • 

ln control theory, the word. 'delay' is used for pure or pipelin" delays 
only, while nth order stable systems (such as ~'\001'1! and 'DELAY' in 
IJYNAHO) are called 'lags'. 'f<1rn•inology ir. this ;>aper, however, will con
form to comuu.:'n system-dynamics praetice. 
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b. Automatically, components that have similar dynamic effects are 

treated in the same way. Think, e.g., of delays and levels, and of 

the relations among the state variables: Parallel links that 

connect two variables in the same direc.tion may easily be lumped 

together to foi:'m one influence. 

c. Only two kinds of variables have to be distinguished:· state varia

bles and their rates of change. This reflects and exploits the fact 

that in essence all coupling variables are functions of the state 

variables only, and that the system is fully specified by the values 

of its state variables. 

d. The state-variable description of a dynamic system is at the same 

time complete, and irreducible. The number of independent state 

variables • determines the dimension of the system. Elimination 

o~ one or more of the independent state variables essentially ex-. 

eludes part of a system's dynamics. Particularly if large and complex 

systems are considered, this is a great advantage. The maximum num

ber of links between the state variables is proportional to the 

square of the system's dimension, whereas the number of possible 

feedback loops is much higher. One might argue that the number of 

important feedback loops will not be much larger than the number 

of levels in a system. However, it is easily seen that in a system 

in which all links between the state variables are of more or less 

equal importance, the number of feedback loops that affect system 

behaviour is much larger than the number of levels, and even than 

the number of links • 

llowever, like each point of view, the state-variable representation 

has its shortcomings also: Il cannot adequately deal with high-order 

11 
If the set of state variablt.'H is tler.l;!ndent, at least one of the state 
variables can be writt·Jn as ;; 1. i.neac fuuc tiou ··.·f (some of) the 
others, and thus the dimensio!l of tae state space is less than the 
total number of state variables. 

.. 
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delays. An nth order delay would induce n state variables, thus blowing 

up the dimension of the system. Uowever, most high-order delays (or 

even pure delays) can be replaced by first-order lags without affecting 

a system's basic dynamic properties •. Different problems emerge 

if the system includes elements that display discontinuous behaviour 

as a function of time (e.g. CLIP-functions), or that contain hysteresis 

effects. The former can be dealt with by introducing time explicitly in 

the right hand term of (1), but many state-space-based techniques ig

nore this possibility; 

Finally; many system dynamicists (and others!) will make the ob

jection that the transition to the state-space representation of a dyna

mic system will lead us too far away from the issue we are interested 

in, namely understanding the forces and mechanisms acting in the real· 

system. Indeed, there is a real danger of drifting away into mathemati

cal abstractions. But, on the other hand, the analyst should not feel 

refrained of using any tool that can be helpful. Techniques starting 

from the state-space principle (such as total linearization, see 

Chapter IV) systematically and efficiently uncover the main dynamic 

properties and the most important links in a model. Such information 

is very helpful to the analyst. Although it is not immediately related 

to the basic assumptions, it considerably facilitates the further 

exploratfon and understanding of a model's behaviour in terms of those 

underlying assumptions, and also in terms of the feedback-loop structure. 

The term 'time constant 1 , usually represented by the symbol T, is used 

frequently to characterize the time-variability of a dynamic ~ystem. 

Intuitively we feel that the order of magnitude of the time constants 

included in a system determines the system's inertial properties: large 

time constants involve slow change, whereas small time constants may give 

rise to quick variations. However, it appears to be quite difficult to 

give a precise definition of what a time constant is, covering all 

meanings in which t.he conce(Jt is used. Upon closer inttpection, it appears 

The explanation is that th: many levels in< •.uded in high-order delays 
are virtually dependt!nt, ·w that they can IJ'i' Jumped toget(u,r without 
inducing major dynamic mor.itficationt:~. 
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that the term 'time constant' is mostly used to denote one out of 

three different meanings that will now be defined tentatively. 

a. 11: a uhal'cwter•istia oj' a si>l{lle, lay-j'vee j"eed};ack loop. 

The average lifetime of capital, and the adjustment time of a level 

to its indicated or required value are examples of this kind of use 

of 'time constant'. In principle, it would be more correct ·to speak 

of tl as a characteristic of the behaviour of an isolated state 

variable with only one active lag-free feedback loop, but this was 

not done to conform with common parlance, and to avoid confusion 

with the second meaning in which the term is used. If the rate R 

(affecting the level L) is a function of L itself, a mathematical 

definition of Tl is: 

(3) 

Thus, if R is a linear function of L, t I is the reciprocal of the 

multiplier that defines the rate in terms of the level.. If ·r I is 

positive, L will display exponential growth, while exponential approach 

of an equilibrium value will be found if tl is negative. However, 

usually only the absolute value of tl is taken into consideration, 

since negative time has no meaning. 

b. '2: a aharaate1•istia of the behaviour oJ' a state t>w•-iuble. 

Hore often than not, the rate of change :it of a state variable x is a 

function of - among other state variables - the v·alue of x itself. 

Analogously to the definition (3) of T I, 12 is defined as 

t2 characterises tho; behaviour of x if, in a model, all other state 

variables are frozen. It is the reciprocal of the gain of the combination 

of all lag-free feedback loops around x. If 12 is negative, it is 

a measure of the speed at "hich the state variable x will attain steady 

state after a small step-wise change, and therefore of the lag impli

cit in x. 1f '12 is positive, the net feedback of all loops aro1md x is 
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positive, and x is a source of autonomous growth in the system. 

This interpretation of the term time constant is used frequently 

in classical control theory. The definition of T2 fits into the 

concept of a 'time constant of a first-order delay'. 

a. 1J: a ahavaatevistia j"eatuve of the ovevall behaviour oj" a system 

The speed of the changes that actually take place in a system or 

model can be characterised by some measure of time, but it is 

quite difficult to give a simple and precise definition, except 

for linear systems. It is a well-known result of linear theory, 

that the behaviour of each system variable can be described by the 

sum of a limited number (equal to or less than the dimension of 

the system) of exponential functions of time (including the complex 

exponentials). The reciprocals of the values of the exponential 

coefficient~(that c1,1n be calculated as the eigenvalues of the 

matrix describing the system in state-space notation) are con

sidered the time constants of the system. The time constants T3 

of a non-linear system may be computed by linearization of the 

systems's equations, or by analysis of the behaviour of its variables 

(study of bandwidth characteristics, fitting of behaviour to exponen

tial functions). 

In the simple case of one state variable and one loop, the value 

of the time constant is independent of the choice of definition. Also, 

it is evident that time constants are really constant in linear system" 

(or, for tl, for linear loops) only. In the case of nonlinear relations •. 

the values of the time constants according to all three definitions 

may change with the state of the system, and thus with time. The ti.me 

constants tl and t2 may be implicit in t'lble functions, multiplier 

relationships, etc., but can always be cumputed directly from the 

equations by tracing and combining ).ag-t ree feedback loops. The rela-

tion between T I and ·. 2 on the one !>and, and r3 on the other, is more 

obscure •. Except for " few sim~l.e cases \Such as first- and second-order 

linear systems) it cannot be established. witlw:.t solving the model 

equations. 
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The word 'structure' is used frequently with reference to a system or 

model, but not always with the same meaning. l'he structure reflects 

the pattern of relationships between the variables, but to what degree 

of.detail? In fact, the word is used to indicate one out of a whole 

series of possible meanings. A lot of discussion might be clarified 

if more precise definitions of 'structure' would be used. As a first 

step, it is proposed to distinguish between the following three inter

pretations. 

cl. lin influenae diagl'Q/11 

The influence diagram shows the existence or non-existence of 

relations between the main variables of a model or system. It shows 

also which variables are endogenous, and which exogenous. In' this 

context, a structural change means a change in model boundary, 

omission of an existing link, or addition of a new link, but not' 

a change within a link. ~·igure l shows a simple example of such a 

structure. 

Jo'iuza•e 1: Jnj'luenrJe di'liJl'am 

b. A j'low diagr•a~n 

Often, the word 'stJ:;lcture' can br rep~.·~ced by 0flow diagram'a It 

includes all singl• iynamic rela• .. cons .. ' well as the nature of the 

variables (llwel, nte, intermediate v .dab! c). According to this 

intt!rpretati<1n, a hange •.n str·1· .. ture ,.eans =~.change 1n flow diagr.:J.Ill,. 

• 
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such as the addition or omission of a loop or a delay. A para

meter change may have structural implications if its result is 

to cut or to add a loop or relationship (e.g. if the change results 

in a zero-value of .a multiplier). 

a. A piatUl··e of the aatual !Uol'king of the system 

This meaning of • structure' will henceforth be denoted as "ope1•ating 

stl'WJtlo'e". It reflects the mechanisms actually governing a system's 

behaviour, and may involv.e different degrees of detail. The operating 

structure of a niodel can, e.g., be illustrated by a simplified flov 

diagram containing the most influential loops and variables only, or 

by a picture showing the major interactions between the subsystems 

(as shown in Figure 2 in this article). 

It is nQt unusual that a system that is structurally complex 

according to the first two interpretations of 'structure' (influence 

diagram, flow diagram), has a very simple operating structure. Whether 

a model's operating structure is changing with time during a simulation 

depends on the level of detail considered, and on the degree of non

linearity of the model•. Clearly, changes in parameter values may 

have implications for the operating structure of a model. 

Often, a system or model is called stable or unstable, but the concept 

of stability is not always well defined. It is generally agreed that 

a system is stable if it returns to an equilibriUDI state upon 

exogenous perturbation:s. However, the concept is also used to indicate that 

the effects of. perturbations in a dynalllic mode of behaviour will vanish. 

A third interpretation of stability applies to the general mode of 

behaviour of a system: If a system displays growth followed by decline, 

or oscillations, rather than a gradual approach to an equilibrium value 

In systems theory, systems in whic'• nonlinearities play an important 
part, or which include explicitly time-dependent relations, are 
ofteR called 'variable-structure systems'. 
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(like,e.g., the World models), it may be called unstable. 

In this paper, a (sub)system will be called stable for a given 

state if, all exogenous inputs being constant, it has the inherent 

tendency to approach an equilibrium starting from the particular 

state. lt will be called unstable if it displays the tendency to grow 

exponentially under the same conditions. The definition draws upon 

linear system theory, and is consistent with at least the first two of 

the interpretations given above. However, the definition implies that 

it may be difficult to give a single judgement about the stability of 

a nonlinear system .For a certain state a nonlinear system may display 

a tendency to grow exponentially (e.g., the World models during the 

growth phase, i.e. between 1900 en 2010), whereas the same system may 

possess all properties of stability for a different state (e.g., the 

decline phase in the same model), Moreover, a system (nonlinear as well 

as linear) may be composed of stable and unstable parts or subsystems 

at one and the same time ~.g., the capital subsystem in the world mo

dels during the growth phase (unstable), and the persistent pollution 

subsystem (stable)). Also, the stability properties of a nonlinear 

system may depend on the exogenous inputs. 

The same problems occur in nonlinear systems theory. No simple 

measure of stability exists for nonlinear systems. Gibson 141 mentions 

that, for nonlinear systems, more than 28 definitions have been pro

posed and used by various investi~ators, such as asymptotic stability 

(boundedness if time approaches infinity) and monotonic stability 

(which requires a gradual approach to equilibrium). 

Ill. GUIUELINES AND STI!ATEGIES 

In this chapter a nUtnber of guidelines and strategies for understanding 

dynamic models are presented. They attempt to transmit to the reader 

part of the empirical knowledge and experience existing in the field 

of model understanding. Although many are trivial or well-known, they 

are too important to be ignored. 

The first part of this chapter gives a list of guidelines that· 

primarily attempt to draw attention to certain research attitudes that 

are desirable when the dynamic behaviour of a model has to be understood. 
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Subsequently, the importanc" and possible outcomes of a number of re

search strategies will be discussed. The guidelines and strategies are 

not cited in a particular order of importance. It should be emphasized 

that they undoubtedly have been influenced considerably by the author's 

background, and that the list is far from being exhaustive: then' is 

u1uch room for improvement in this field. 

Ill. 1 GUlVb'LlNt:S 

I. lie aware of the fact that the only general rule in nonlinear systems 

is that there are no general rules, except this one. Any approach 

may be useful in certain conditions, but completely useless or even 

misleading in other circumstances. 

2. Do not lilhi t yourself: Use any idea or approach you can think of. 

Each has its own merits - and shortcomings. 

3, Be not afraid of abstracting from reality. Consider a model as a 

mathematical structure only. but always return to the original 

starting point (basic assumptions, reality) afterwards. 

4. Always ask: "Why?", and do not rest bod ore you I Hive the correct answer, 

and you are sure that it is correct. 

5. Do not overlook obvious things: they may be of crucial importance. 

6, Always be sceptic about obvious explanations. It is too easy and 

tempting to explain phenomena in a wrong way (apparently strong loops 

may. hardly affect system behaviour, positive loops do not necessarily 

induce exponential growth) •. 

7. Keep always thinking yourst:lf! No tool, technique or trick will ge

neJ•ate insight. Their only contrii>ution is to provide information in 

a meaningful, ordered manner, so that the gener,>tion of insight by 

the analyst is facilitated. 

8. Do not expect that any tel'!.ulque will g<'l><· rate unique information• All 

syHtem propertie_s may be wu·ovcn·.J in d~ f .. ~!rent ·11ays, but, in each 

particular case, certain approaches mi~th t he mo•re appropriate than 

others. 
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:J1'1<111'J::Cill::s 

Particularly when the set of equations involved is large, decomposition 

of a sys_tem is fruitful. Dissection facilitates the analysis, because the 

resulting subsystems are smaller, and therefore often more comprehensible 

than the overall model, and lend themselves better to further examinations. 

Decomposition on the basis of partial understanding may enforce the under

standing, and facilitate the explanation of the model ,.s working in terms of 

the original assumptions. 

The dissection may be based on several criteria. Large models, for 

example, can be decomposed into the interacting submodels that have been 

built more or less separately. Horeover, the flow diagram itself may be 

revealing: clusters of equations that display many interactions but have 

only few links with the rest of the model can often be discerned, Other 

methods of decomposition are based on the actual working of the system. 

A well-known strategy is to distinguish between active and dormant parts. 

The so-called "dynamic decomposition" implies making a distinction between 

subsystems that possess a relatively large runount of inertia (i.e. include 

relatively large time constants in the sense ofr3), and subsystems con

taining relatively low time constants•. 

Generally speaking, there is no unique way of dividing a system. 

For a given purpose, one division may be more opportune, whereas, for 

another purpose, another division may be more 3ppropriate. 

Understanding a system on differc,nt leveb is a •1ery simple procedure, and 

not substantially remote from whal: we do i' everyday life. When people try 

to understand a complicated syst<,m as a wly•le, they ignore many details and 

focus only on the interplay .,f th• subsystems that together make up the 

whole system. In turn, the internal worki.ng of each individual subsyst<!m 

is understood in the same W~ly, ant' so on. At each level of 

understanding, it should be observed that tl::e int€ractions between 

'"which does not ""cessar.ily imply that the sutsystem's variables actually 
display quick variations! 
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the separate parts are more important than the individual subsystems, ln 

fact, understanding a system on different levels is the only possibility, 

since the capacity of human mind sets limits to the nwnber of details 

that can be considered at one and the srune time. 

The interplay of the subsystems causes a system to be more than the sum 

of its parts.'fherefore, understanding the hierarchy of the subsyslems is 

essential to understanding the working of the whole. 

CR : Capital and Resource subsystem 

POP: Population subsystem 

POP A 

A Agricultural subsystem 

PPOL: Persistent Pollution subsystem 

CR 

PPOL 

. PiguJ:'e 2: Majop 1:ntm•cwtions a!nOIIIJ the subsystems oj' WoroldJ uudeP sta>ldar•J

l'lm <10n..Z.Z:tions, alew•iy sholi!i>llJ 1;/ze system's lzier•archy 

The interplay between the mai·• part~ •.>f the World) model under standard

-run conditions provides a clear ""''mpl~. Figun• 2 shows the hierarchy of 

the model. Except for the influenc• of thr agricultural sector (quite weak 

under standard-run <:onditions), lhe cap it •! and resource subsys tern behaves 

quite autonomously, and Hffec ts the >ehavi our of all uther mode 1 sectors. 
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It is not exaggerated to regard this subsystem as the central power 

station of the world model. When it goes down too. The growth and dedine 

food production sooner or later have to go down. The growth and decline 

mode of behaviour is included in the capital and resource sector, and 

impressed on all other sectors (see jt4j ). This insight has important 

implications for policy analyses: when controls are implemented that 

effectively stabilize the capital and resource subsys tern, all other 

sectors will ultimately tend to equilibrium also! Because the nature 

of the equilibrum of population is rather undesirable*, a combination of 

two modifications will have to be introduced to improve the model's 

behaviour in a fundamental way: one resulting in a stable capital and 

resource subsystem (e.g. by allocation of part of the industrial out

put to resource conservation), and another resulting in more desirable 

equflibrium possibilities .for population (e.g. by reducing the number 

of children per family). 

This example clearly illustrates the importance of understanding 

system hierarchy. It enables the analyst of locating the basic causes 

of system behaviour, and of formulating policy starts that take ad

vantage of the sys tern's natural properties. 

fo,or various reasons, it seems wise to~ wi tb a thorough investigation 

of only one mode of behaviour. The te~hniques and methods that are 

adopted, and the dissection tha~ is found to be appropriate for under

standing one particular mode ,,f behaviour may be c>f great use to detect 

the model's properties under largely different conditions •. The under

standing of a reference behaviour provides an excellent starting point 

for answering such questions as: "lln<ler what conditions will the con

clusions drawn become invalid?", "What will happen if the limit to the 

validity of certain simplifications is ex<:eeded?", and "Which subsystem 

• The natural equilibrum of p1:pulat ion in WorldJ is mainly caused by 
starvation, A different kir,d of natural equi I ibri•un may exist at rather 
high levels of income (abc·•t tlw present U.S. conditions), but it is - un
der present conditions - £>xtrem•. ly unlikely that ;uch high income levels 
can be sus tuined for long I or th·· •<hule w•.•rl<l population, 
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will behave differently ·under alternative conditions, and which not?". 

1n. 2. b M!:!P.!L!!.i!!!el:fli.~!:.!E.f£!1 

A simple, but expedient strategy is to try to simplify the original set 

of model equations as much as possible, but without loosing the basic 

behavioural characteristics. If the set of equations that remains cannot 

be reduced any further without affecting behaviour, it must consist of 

the fundamental assumptions leading to the model's overall behaviour, 

and further research into the causes of this behaviour can be directed 

to these equations solely. Also, the knowledge that other asswuptions are 

unessential to behaviour may be valuable. 

111.2.6 £r~~gli!!.£i£_!!!£4£ff£gfi.£~ 

For model-testing purposes, all changes (in equations, or parameters) will 

have to be limited to the set of more or less realistic possibilities, 

However, when a model's operating structure is investigated, rigorous 

modifications and falsifications are permitted or even required, since 

their effects may be much more pronounced, and hence much easier to 

interpret •, 

111.2.7 f£!!!Q£~~Ei£~!!._£[_~££1~ 

• 

Combination of different tools for gaining information about a dynamic 

model is not unusual, but it seems desirable to draw attention to this 

possibility, Particularly, sequential application of vari'"'" techniques 

and strategies may be very expedient, e.g., simplification of equations, 

reformulation •• ,;nd analytical solution .. ,.. 

Also, it should be emphasized that al!nost e<Jch technique can be 

applied for at least two purpose~: first, for the detection of information 

on system properties, and, second, fur the verification of hypotheses. If, 

for instance, omission of a loop does not affect system behaviour, the 

Probably because of their :!motional jnvolvfmae-nt with the product of their 
own efforts, most modelen: are inclined to subject a model to realistic 
modifications only. Therefore, it might be urgued th.nL a mtu.leler should 
delegate the task of analysis t•· some•.:ne not closely involved in the 
process of gathering dat;J and buildirLI{. the ll~lldel. 

See the next chapter. 
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suggestion is put forward that the particular loop is not influential. 

The same suggestion, however, can come up as a consequence of another 

experiment, and then cutting the loop can be used as a technique for 

verification of this hypothesis. 

IV. TOOLS 

Various techniques that are helpful in the process of understanding 

dynamic mathematical models are presented, The list has been divided 

into groups. Each group consists of a number of tools that are par

ticularly suited for achieving a specific sub-goal (e.g. simplifi

cation of equations) or that have a similar character (e.g. model 

modifications), It must be re-emphasized that, in fact, the distinction 

is not so clear, and that most techniques can be applied in various 

ways. 

FLOW UlAi.lRJIM M;I.VlPULiiUON 

A flow diagram may serve many purposes: it may be used as an influence 

diagram, as an illustration of the elementary assumptions made in a 

model, as a source of information concerning the fonn of the equations, 

as a means for con111unication of infonnation, as a basis for discussion 

and, last but not least, as a point of departure and a source of ideas 

for the model analyst. For any purpose, it is required that a flow diagram 

is clear and understandable. A few meth•>ds of improving DYNANO flow diagrams 

for the purpose of model analysis and understanding follow below, 

It is helpful to the analyst il th" model equations can be written down 

directly from the flow diagram. i~ut then, the diagram must contain more 

infonnation thai• IJYNAMO flow di'H\r"nos incl·ode, J.'~rticularly, adding multi

plication, division, addir·ion auJ s11htract"~.on s .. igns, and introducing 

different symbols for Lab!<' func:tions and Jlher algebraic relat"ionships 

facilitates the direct Lr;m, it ion from tht- diagram to a set of well

defined equations. 

IV. 2 
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Since diagrams may serve various purposes, they should be redesigned in 

a different way for each goal, lluring the insight-generation process, 

a diagram may be a powerful aid for tracing influences fro1n out! variable 

to another, or for detecting feedback loops. A llYNAMO flow diagram 

usually is a mixture of an influence diagram and a picture of the flow of 

physical goods and infonnation, As a consequence, it may be difficult 

or even impossible to go around loops in the right direction. Out

flow-rates, for example, are connected to the corresponding level 

by arrows leavi11g the level, whereas their value is actually influencing 

the level. Therefore, redesign of llYNAMO flow diagrams so that the direction 

of all arrows corresponds to the direction in which the variables actually 

influence each other may be useful. 

If a diagram has to distinguish as clearly as possible between 

dynamic elements (state variables) and algebraic ones, it is wise to 

redesign it in such a way that only two different symbols are used - one 

for state variables and one for all other variables, 

Finally, in all phases of model building and analysis, the modeler 

should rearrange the diagram time and again in an attempt to bring oul 

the structure ,(in any se~se) of the set of equations as lucidly as 

possible, This may be achieved by emphasizing similarities in different 

parts of the model, by separating individual subsystems, by avoiding 

intersections by the influencing lines as much as possible, and in many 

other ways. 

INV!;,'S'fl"GM'ION UF' 1'HJ:: EF'/<'E'CTS Oh' C1JANGJ:::J AND PJ::l!'l'U/IBA1'10Ni:i 

Hany techniques for model analysis and testing are based on the introduction of 

exogenous perturbations or of one or more changes in the set of equations, 

and comparison and explanation of the differences and similarities between 

the outcome of .the modified or perturbed modt!l and the original one. The 

introduction of perturbations and modifications can yield information 

relevant to answering all three qu<>slions involved in model understanding 

(What will happen, if. .. ?, Why uoes it happen?, and: When will ... happen?). 
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Again, the list of possibilities following below is far from being 

exhaustive. It will be tried to put emphasisis on those techniques 

that are simple and expedient, but not so well-known in system

dynamics circles. 

IV.2.1 M£dft!£~~£~~-i~-~~a£~£H~-~Elil~ 

It is started from the point of view that parameters (and constants) 

are in fact exogenous inputs that do not change in a relevant manner 

during the simulations. Thus, modification in exogenous inputs in-

cludes changes in parameter values as well as in the behaviour of time

-varying inputs. The technique is best known as sensitivity analysis. 

Simple applications consist in changing the value of one or a few 

parameters at a time. There are more complicated variants also, such 

as Honte-Carlo tests, the direct calculation of sensitivity functions. 

(see Sharp j12j and Tomovic jl5j), and the so-called hill-climbing 

methods. Au advantage of these methods is that they are systematic, 

and include variations in a/.l parameters. llowever, for the greater 

part the information they produce is restricted to the possibility 

of a certain behaviour, or to the sensitivity of the parameters, and 

therefore their utility is larger for testing than for understanding models. 

If an extensive sensitivity analysis has to be performed, the best 

bet is to first investigate how the parameters occur in the equations. 

Often, several parameters perfonn in an exactly analogous way, for instanct: 

if only the product or quotient of two coefficients occurs in the 

equations. These coefficients can be combined into groups of parameters, 

only one of which must be varied to show the sensitivity of all. In j 14j, 

the use and detection of parameter groups has been illustrated for the 

World] capital and resource subsystem. 

Sensi tivily analysis may yield important information on model 

hierarchy: usually, each of the subsystems contains sensitive ~s well 

as insetwitive parameters, but overall behaviour is affected only by 

modifications in those subsystems that play a leading part in lhe model 

hierarchy. Again, an e>"'mpl" c.1n b, borr.,wed fro111 th~ World) model: 

Changes that influence the ht.~havi I.'Ur of tne capital and resourc~ subsys tern 
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(such as a change in the value of the industrial capital output ratio 

(ICOR) • from 3 to 4) cause significant deviations in other .farts 

of the model. Conversely, if modifications are introduced elsewhere, 

for instance in the persistent pollution sector (such as a change of 

the assimilation half life in 1970 (AliL70) from I ,5 to 2), the effect 

on the other subsystems is almost negligible. This result suggests a 

dominant position of the capital and resource subsystem, and a minur part 

for the persistent pollution sector in the model hierarchy. 

IV.2.2 ~l~ii1£~!f~_£[_~lg!~_Eg~fg£~~ 

.. 

In contrast to sensitivity analysis, the technique of falsification of 

state variables consists in a perturbation of the values of one or more 

endogenoUB variables. Because any change in a rate or coupling variable 

can be explaihed as the result of a change in a parameter, the attention 

is focussed on the state variables only. A simple ap1•lication of the 

technique is to augment the value of a state variable at the initialisation 

point or any !)ther point in time during the simulation, and to compare 

the results with the outcome of the unperturbed simulation. It is an 

excellent method of isolating the behavioral impacts of the variations 

that occur in the value of a particular stat<' variable. Also, it may 

yield information on the time c<>nstant (;2) associated with a state 

variable, and on its importance in the tnodel hierarchy. 

The foregoing generalization c~n bt illustrated by reference to the 

World3 model. If the value of industrial capital IC in 1970 is doubled. 

the overall behaviour of capital and pollutiol' dtauges consideral>ly, w!ti.l<> 

population is hardly affected, at least in the growth phase (see Figure .l I· 

on the contrary, if the value of persistent pnllution in 1970 is doubl.•.•d, 

or even multiplied by 10, minor changes can be perceived only during the 

first 10 years following the perturbation, Even po llut i.on i tsclf returns 

quiekly to its original order of •nagnitutie. The"" re•ults illustrate that 

A list of letterscripts <i'd 
Appendix. 

thei: associ.~·~cd uw::ming is given in an 
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POP Population: scale 0 - 10 10 persons 

IC Industrial Capital; scale 0- 1.5 10 13 $ 
1.0 

PPOLX: Persistent Pollution relative to 1970; scale 0 - 20, 

I 
0.5 

POP ,..,. "" -·-· 

1950 2000 2050 2100 

time (years) 

}'igure J: Behaviour oj' Wo1•LdJ 1:[, duriny a atandm•d-J•un simulation, _the 

value of indzwt1•iaL oapitat IC is doubled in 19'10. Thin Unea 

show the unperturbed standard-run results. 

the capital and ·resource subsy>tem behaves quite autonomously (changes 

in the values of state variables persist, or even become larger), 

that its influence on persistent pollution is quite large, tha• i>Oou

lation is hardly affected by the variations in capital (at least h 

the growth phase); that the behaviour of pol1uti<)f'. is nearly (ompJ.~tPlv 

detennined by the other sectors, and thBt the ti11:c con-:: taut . 2 of p~! 

sistent pollution is relatively small fa fe''' yean: ., .. less)~ 

This mt..~thud can bt:· nppli~ti lu inv• -tigat.:e t.iH· ht.:llavJoural impact of 

single -:-elationship::; or Jvops, <-..,. :•f cmu·ina.; i.ons. The technique is to 

freeze the 1alue of one o: mort' ·::•.:.l,•ling ·ariabl•;!S• Llble functions or 

rates from a certa!.n moment: onwani:·. If tlte modt>.' 1 s overall behaviour is 

" 
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not affected, the contribution of the link that has been frozen may be 

neglected if only the basic reasons for model behaviour are sought•. ln 

most cases, cutting links implies cutting one or more loops. Therefore, 

various explanations of the sensitivity to freezing a single link can 

exist: If the link fonns part of only one loop, this loop is probably 

unimportant to behaviour, but if more than one loop is involved, the 

working of the different loops might be compensating, 

Since the ·state variables are the basic sources of dynamic behaviour, 

freezing the value of a state variable n~ans excluding part of the 

dynamics (or: making part of the dynamics exogenous), In terms of feed

back loops; freezing a state variable means cutting all loops passing 

through the state variable, The technique is simple but powerful since 

it may show which part of the dynamics is crucial, and which not, and 

thus may yield a wealth of information on the model's hierarchy and 

operating structure. 

Let n•e illustrate the application of the technique using the World2 

model ali a vehicle. Each of the five state variables included in the 

model was frozen from 1970 on. Freezing pollution POL or capital-investment

-in-agriculture fraction CIAF does not significantly affect the behaviour 

of any of the other state variables. Freezing population POl' from 1970 on 

affects pollution, leaves CIAF more or less constant, but the behaviour of 

capital investments CI and natural resources NR is virtually im-

changed. If, in turn, CI or NR are frozen from 1970 on, all other variables 

will be affected as well (as illustrated by Cuypers I 11, freezing Cl results 

in constant POP, CIAF and POL within a few years). The simple diagram of 

Figure 4, showing the hierarchy in the DIOdel's operating structure around 

1970 is the result. The diagram points to the central position of capital 

investments CI and natural resources NR in the model. Moreover,the 

experiment of freezing Cl shows that the other parts of the model are in

herently stable (that is, they will not grow exponentially of their own 

account). 

The fact that a certain ~'ssumpt ion doec· nut := t ~ect behaviour is also 
part of the explanation ,,_: lhal uehavi our! 
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CI 

NR 

POP 

Capital Investments 

Natural Resources 

Population 

CIAF: Capital'- Investment-in-Agriculture 

Fraction 

POL Pollution 

Figw•e 4: Hiera1•ahy of the World2 model around 1970. 

1'00LS POR MODEL SIMPLIFLCATION 

A list of simple techniques for the detection of model areas that may 

possibly be siutplified under certain conditions is given. The back

ground idea is that it facilitates understanding a particular behaviour 

when all equations and assumptions that do not contribute to that be

haviour are omitted, and when the set of equations generating the be

haviour of interest is as simple as possible. 

IV.J.J ~££eGUQEletl-£f_£~ana~~-iu-1~£_£~tion~ 

All techniques presented in the previous section can yield information 

on the importance of single assumptions or equations to model behaviour. 

Changes that do not significantly affect behaviour point to areas of 

potential simplification. However, equations or variables should not be 

omitted before the reasons why, and the conditions under which they do not 

influence behaviour are well known. 

IV.3.2 Q££~~~~~~£~_£[_i~~~~~-£~~~~~£~~_£{_£~~f9£~~£ 

l'he general strategy is to look for variables that are more or less 

constant during the simulations. Bet·ause merely small deviations in 

a variable may not necessarily be in.•ignificant, the investigator must 

subsequently test whether rcp.Lacem~>at of the time-varying relation by a 
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proper constant value changes model behaviour. If no important changes 

occur, the relationship can be omitted, but not before it is under

stood why the range of behaviour is so narrow. 

l'he capital utilization fraction CUF in WorldJ is a clear example 

of a variable that is virtually constant during a whole simulation. 

Its value remains equal to 1.0 in the standard run because, during 

almost the whole siniUlation, labor force exceeds the total number of jobs. 

As a consequence, the so-called "job-sector" can be ignored for the 

analysis of standard-run and similar behaviour. 

If a variable is influenced by more than one other variable, changes 

in its value can be explained as the net result of the different con

tributions ot" the influencing variables. Comparison (for example 

by freezing one link) of the order of magnitude of the different con

tributions can reveal that some of the influences are more or less 

negligible compared to the others. 

·Again, a clear example is found in WorldJ. l'he land erosion rate 

and the land removal for urban-industrial use affect the level AL (arable 

land), but their contribution is only small compared to that of the land 

development rate, and'compared to the value of AL itself. Negligence of the

se two rates hardly affects the standard-run results of the model, but 

permits, as is illustrated in jiJj, the construction of a considerably 

less complex-looking diagram of the agricultural sector. 

This technique is self-e.vident: if the value of a variable is calculated 

from one other variable by mean·& of several consecutive functional opera

tions, combination of these fun·!tions may simplify the equations, and 

reflect more clearly the total P.ffect of the influence. 

The underlying philosophy is tu combine parallel links between variable~ 

in order to simplify the flow diagram and to bring out more clearly the 

total effect of'parallel lag-free influences. 

An interesting application is the combination of all parallel, lag

-free feedback loops that relate the rate of change of a state variable 

to its own value. 'flw resulting loop ;>rovi.des information on the time 
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constant 12 of the state variable, and on its stability properties: when 

all other state variables are constant, the state variable will grow 

exponentially if the loop is positive, but, if it ia negative, an 

equilibrium will be approached. Such knowledge may be very helpful for 

the explanation of model behaviour. 

The exponential growth of population in Wor1d2, for example, is 

easily explained if the net feedback population on its own rate of 

growth is positive. llowever, it turns out (see, I II) that, all other state 

variables being equal, an increase i'n population Peduces population growth, 

so that populati9n is inherently stable. Therefore the explanation for the 

exponential growth of POP must be sought elsewhere in the model (in this 

case in the net positive feedback of capital investment ·to its own rate 

of growth causes capital, and also population to grow exponentially). 

IV. 3.6 !!J£.J:H!~ and ahape_£l_lliZ!!::lin~r:_{j:able)[unctio?1!!_ 

Often, the principal behaviour of a model depends upon only a small part of 

the model 1 s non-linear functions. If the portion of a function that is 

behaviourally significant has a distinctive shape, the overall function 

may be replaced by the simple expression as long as model behaviour 

remains roughly the same. ln particular situations application of the 

technique may directly give rise to interesting insights. 

Let n1e illustrate the foregoing using an example. In World3, the 

non-renewable resource usage rate NRUR is calculated as the product of 

population POP and the per capita resource usage multiplier PCRUM: 

NRUR = POP • PCKUH, (5) 

PCRUM is a table function depending on industrial output per capita 

IOPC (equal to industrial output IO divided by 1'01'). The shape of the function 

is ·shown in Figure 5 (fat line). !luring the standard-run simulation, IOPC 

remains below 500$ per head per year, aud for this range of values, the 

relation between PCRUM and IOPC is more ur less a>roportional (see dotted line 

in ~'igure 5): 

PCRUM ~ a • IOPC , (6) 

where a is a constant. Substi tutio.: of (6; into (5) leads to an intersting 

result: 
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8 PCRUM: Per Capital Resource 
Usage Multiplier. 

I' CHUM 

(re~ource ·J 
untts per 

IOPC Industrial Output 
Per Capita. 

head,year) 

0 

0 800 1600 

---~ IOPC ($/head,year) 

(c) 

Pz:gza•e :;: Table funation shobling PCJtfJM as a jimation of IOPC. 

1'he dotted line illustrates a linear• appr•o:dmat·ion. 

Shading shobla the pal't not used dur•ing the standar•d-

-pun simulation 

NRUR ~ POP • a • IOPC a a • IO, 

This means that in World3 it has implicitly been assumed that, as 

(7) 

long as standard-run conditions are held, the usage rate of resources is 

more or less proportional to industrial output, and virtually independent 

of the size of population! 

Similarly, given the quasi-linearity of two other table functions, 

it can be shown easily that the direct influence of population on the 

allocation of industrial output is also virtually nil (see 1141). 

IV.3.? f1i~t~ti£?1_£~~£fl_lga!!. 

The basic idea is that the influences of l.ags incorporated in stable 

subsystems depend on the variations in input variables. Under static 

conditions, the influence of the lags in a stable subsystem is nil, 

and the subsystem behaves as if it were algebraic since no changes 

through time can be delayed or accelerated. If the input variations 

take place only slowly, the effects of relatively small lags might also 

be neglected. The equations could be simplified by replacing the 

original differential equation with the proper algebraic relation and 

thus eliminating a state variable. llowever, the technique should be 

applied with great care and, preferably, only by experienced investigators. 
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Test calculations always have to be performed, because even a small lag 

may have a great influence, for example, if it helps to calculate the 

ave.rage rate of change of a coupling variable. Moreover, lags that 

are negligible for a particular behaviour might be very important 

under different circumstances. 

The approach is illustrated using the land-fertility sUbsystem 

in World3: Land Fertility LFERT appears as a state variable, calculated 

according to the equation: 

LFERT a (ILF-LFERT)/LFRT - LFDR 1t LFERT. 

Inherent. land fertility ILF is a constant, and LFRT (land fertility 

regeneration time) and LFDR (latld fertility degradation rate) are 

functions of the input variables to the subsystem. In the standard 

notation for a first-order system, (8) is converted into 

LFERT = - LFER'flt(LFDR+I/LFR'l') + IU'/LFRT, 

which means that the two feedback loops from LFERT to LFERT have 

(8) 

(9) 

been combined. This equation specifies a system with the time constant r2: 

t2 = -(LFDR+I/LFR'l')-l = -LFR'l'/(I+LFDR•LFRT) 

and the static function 

LFERT
8
tatic = ILF/(I+LFDR•L.FRT). 

The latter expression can be used to compute directly the equilibrium 

value of LFERT if LFDR and LFRT are constant. From an observation of the 

standard-run values of LFDR and LFRT, r2 apparently has a value of about 

(10) 

(II) 

~ years or less during the whole simulation. Because the main changes in 

the input variables take place over a period of about 100 years, the 

dynamic effect of the LFERT subsystem can therefore probably b·e neglected. 

This hypothesis has been fully confirmed by a test calculation in which 

the land fertility subsystem was replaced by the algebraic relation (II). 

IV.4 
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DE1'f:(}1'ION Of' ~'UNDAME'NTAL l'ROPt:RTIES OF (SUB)SYSTE.'MS 

This section presents techniques that help understanding tqe basic 

prope·rties of a (sub)system. They are particularly useful in answering 

the questions "What .will happen, if. •• ?" and "When will. •• happen?". 

Hore often than in the preceding sections, a model will be considered 

as a set of mathematical relationships only. llowever, it is usually not 

difficult to find the elementary assumptions underlying particular 

system properties once the latter have been isolated. Clearly, most of 

the techniques presented in the two preceding sections may also be help

ful for the detection of fundamental properties. 

The principle of equilibrium analysis is to investigate the conditions 

under which a (sub)system will be in equilibrium, and the nature 

of that equilibrium. It is started from the observation that a 

dynamic system with a set of exogenous inputs ~ can be described by: 

where ! and ~ denote ~ectors of algebraic functions. The system is in 

equilibrium if !. • Q, and hence: 

(12) 

(13) 

Generally, equation (13) cannot he solved since the nwnber of unknown 

variables (state- and' exogenous variables) exceeds the number of 

equations (equal to the number of state variables). Therefore the 

equilibria are investigated under specified constant exogenous conditions, 

which leads to tht! equilibrium equation for a closed system: 

From this equation, possible equilibria, if any, may be computed 

directly using techniques of numerical .malysis. 

(14) 

·-----------··--------------· 
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However, when subsystems with only a few identifiable input varia

bles are under consideration, an analysis using simulation is often 

simpler, and may yield wore information. It consists of freezing the 

value of all input variables to the investigated subsystem. If the 

subsystem is stable under the existing conditions, its state variables 

will gradually tend to equilibrium. By application of various· constant 

input values insight can be gained into the general relation between the 

equilibrium outputs and the corresponding input values. 

Let us take the population sector of World3 as an example: if 

its input variables 10 (industrial output), SO (service output), F 

(food) and PPOLX (PersistentPollution relative to 1970) are giv~n fixed 

values, population POP will gradually tend to equilibrium. Investigation 

of the ultimate equilibrium value of POP for different combinations of 

values of IO, SO, F and PPOLX shows that the equilibrium value of POP is 

mainly determined by food (the explanation is obvious: because total food 

production is kept constant, either population growth continues until 

starvation causes the death rate to rise considerably, or, when the 

initial value of POP is above its ultimate equilibrium, population declines 

due to starvation untit birth and death rates are equal). This result 

suggests that population will not continue to grow exponentially unless 

one or more of the input variables do. It also shows that when a policy 

succeeds in a stabilization of IO, SO, F and Pl'OLX, ultimately population 

will be stable too, but people in the model will have to live under 

rather miserable conditions. 

This technique is suited to investigate the dynamic properties of stable 

subsystems with few input variables. It consists in imposing a special 

test signal (such as a pulse, a step· function, a ramp function or a 

harmonic signal) on one or more of the constant input values. By comparing 

the reaction of the investigated subsystem with the reaction of simple, 

well-known systems (for example, a first-order lag) to the same input 

signal, a fairly good indication of the subsystem's most inaportant 

dynamic properties can be obtained. Particularly the step-function 

method is simple and expedient. 
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E'igut•e 6: Response of population POP in World3 1:[ indust>•ial output 

IO, service output SO, food pl'OduC!tion F and persistent 

poUution m#o PPOLX are doubled at time=O (original values: 

I0=2 1011 , S0=3 1011, F=7,5 1011 and PPOLX=5) 

Figure 6 shows the reaction of population in World3 if, starting 

from an equilibrium situation (constant inputs and constant population) 

the value of the inputs is suddenly doubled (step function). Population 

rises slowly to reach a new equilibrium value. The dynamics of the sector 

are, apparently, rather slow, and may be characterised -by a time constant 

(13) of about 70 years. 

••igure 7 shows the reaction of two output variables of the 

agricultural sector of World3 if a step function is imposed on popu

lation, and all other inputs to the sector are kept constant. Almost 

inunediately, the outputs reach new, fairly constant values, clearly 

showing that the dynamics of the agricultural subsystem are relatively 

fast (the time scale is different from that of .o'igure 6!). Many more 

examples could be given, but they would lead us l>eyond the spatial con

straints of this paper, 
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F-igure 7: The !'eaponse of twr.. outpd vm•iables of the WorldJ agricultural 

sea tor• if porulation is doubled at time=O (original value: 

?01'=4 109). 

Equations may be reformulated to bring out their characteristic 

properties as lucidly as possible, or to uncover implicit assumptions. 

llowever, the usefulness of reformulation is closely related to the 

specific structure and properties of the ~et of equations to be exa

mined. No general strategy can be formulated. Some experience with the 

nmnipulation of mathematical equations is very convenient. 

Rademaker <191 and Ito!> discusses a clear example: he starts from 

the observation that pollution absorption POL.\ in World2 is a function 

F' of pollution POL only: 

POLA = POL/POLAT a F'(POL), 

because the pollution absorption time POLAT is a nonlinear function 

of pollution. Figure 8 shows the graph of POLA as a function-of POL. 

The curve shows that pollution absorption will rise when pollution rises 

from zero to 10 times its 1970 level, that POLA has a fixed. value for 

( 15) 
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Piaw•e 8: l'ollutim1 absoPption as a function of pollution 

pollution between 10 and 20 times the 1970 value, and that PuLA will 

even decline if pollution rises to higher le•1els, thus yielding a 

possibility for a· real explosion of pollution at high generation 

levels. The original formulation shows not Dearly as clearly how 

POLA depends on POL. Starting from this graph, the behaviour of pol

lution as a function of pollution generation can be easily traced 

under all circumstances, normal and abnormal, and without any further 

comput3;tion. However, because of sp~tial constraints, the reader is 

referred to the original reports !91 i1nd 1101 for a further elaboration. 

Analytical solution of simple subsystems is very informative, and it 

allows direct computation of o syst•m's behaviour at any specified time. 

However, for the greater parL ~nalytical solution h .irupossible because 

of hi!lh dimensionality and nonlinearity. Yet, more attention should be 

paid to the possil>le rewards of studying small subsystems using simple 

analytical tools, a strategy often overlooked in computer-simulation 

circles, Analytical treatment, even without explicit solution, can 

yield far more fundamental and genetal information on the properties of 
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a (sub)system than numerous simulation runs. However, a fruitful application 

of the approach calls for some experience and an elementary knowledge of 

mathematical analysis. 

In fact, two of the examples that have already been presented to 

illustrate various techniques have been handled analytically: the 

elimination of the lag in the land fertility subsystem of Worldl (section 

IV·. 3.1), and the linearization of the table function PCRUM (section 

IV.3.6). Let us continue the latter example. It was concluded that the 

non-renewable resource usage rate NRUR was, for standard-run conditions, 

virtually proportional to the industrial output 10, Hence, it follows 

for NR, the rate of change of non-renewable resources NR: 

'!'he 1900-value of NR is NRL Integration ·of (16) yields: 

t 
NR(t) - NRI c - a I IO(t)dt 

1900 

Therefore, since NR(t) cannot be negative: 

In other words, once NRI is given, the total amount of industrial 

( 16) 

(17) 

(18) 

out[JUt over time cannot exceed NRI/a. This is the logical consequence of 

the assumptions that the amount of resources is limited and cannot but 

decline on the one hand, and, on the other, that each unit of industrial 

output produced requires a fixed amount of resources. The expression (18) 

explains why changes in the model that cause a faster growth.of industrial 

output also provoke an earlier Hystem decline. Conversely, if moderated, 

industrial growth may persist longer. The same characteristic features can 

also be found by performing S<!Veral sensitivity simulations, but this 

simple analytical expreclsion cU1•eaUy shows the fundamental reasons of 

system behaviour. 

This technique is based on the notion that, if the number of independent 

state variables is n, the state vector!_ corresponds to a vector or p~int 
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in the n-dimensioanl state space. Conversely, each point in the space 

is associated with a state vector, and the rate of change of each 

vector can be calculated directly from the system's equations (1). 

Consequently, it can also be derived directly in what direction each 

point in the state space will move. Thus, starting from different initial 

positions, the V!lrious state-space trajectories ~may follow through time 

can be constructed. Therefore, what kind'of behaviour will follow from 

any starting point can be found easily. Also, possible equilibrium points 

can be isolated, an!~ characteristic features such as limi•t cycling can 

be recognized and explained. 

Unfort11nately, the approach can only be used easily for (sub)systems 

containing not more than 2 or 3 independent state variables •. Typically, 

some mathematical insight and some energy are required, but the general 

and fundamental nature of the insights that may be obtained completely 

counterbalances the disadvantages. 

Again, the capital and resource subsystem of World3 offers an elucidating 

example: In jl4jit is shown that,without affecting the basic properties of 

the subsystem, the interaction between industrial capital IC and non

-renewable resources NR for NR/NRI ~ 0.5 can be described by: 

lC a b • IC • NR + c • IC and 

NR ~ d • IC • NR, 

(19) 

(20) 

where b, c and d are constant, with b>O, c<O, and d<O. If the two-dimensional 

IC-NR state space is considered, some important conclusions can be drawn 

directly f.rom equations (19) and (20): The subsystem remains at rest for 

IC=O, irrespective of the value of NR. Moreover, IC and NR being positive 

and d being negative, NR can only decline. The rise or decline of IC 

depends on the value of NR only: lC will rise if b•NR + c>O, and hence 

NR>c/b, but decline if the reverse is true. Therefore, as shown in 

Figure 9, the IC-NR plane can be divided into two parts (only values 

for IC and NR ::. 0 are considered): If NR > -c/b, IC will rise and NR 

decline; if NR < -c/b, both IC and NR will decline; and for ICaO, the 

system will be stable. Finally, (or NRcO, IC will decline exponentially 

to zero. 'fhe arrows in ~'igure 9 show the directions in which the state 

vector will move. As a result, if the values of IC and NR are given, the 

analyst can immediately deduce the type of behaviour that will follow. 
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Figur•e 9: 1'he IC-NR state plwze (Wor/.dJ). 1'he fat, dotted curve shows a 

possible trajectory, whe1•eas the arrows indicate the direction 

in whioh the system wiU moiJe at the speci[ic value-comb-inations 

of IC and NR 

For values of NR larger than -c/b, ~C will rise first, and then decline, 

while in all other cases decline will set in immediately. Ultimately, IC 

will always tend to zero. 

In this particular case, the equation describing the trajectory 

in the IC-NR space can be derived alMlytically from equations (19) 

and (20): 

IC/NR = b/d + c/(d•NR). 

This is an "xpression for the slope of the trajectory in the IC-NR 

plane as a function of NR. The expression for the trajectory can be 

found as the solution of 

'fhe result is: 

(21) 

(22) 

IV.li 
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(23) 

where IC
0 

and NR
0 

are the starting values of IC and NR. 'fhe curve, 

sketched in Figure 9, according to equation (23) (fat, dotted line) 

shows that, unless NR
0
•0, the system will always leave resources unused 

because IC will tend to zero before NR•O. Equation (23) can facilate 

further investigations, such as the direct calculation of NR(~), or the 

calibration of b, c and d if a certain amount of resources has to remain. 

ANALYSIS OF LINEAR APPROXI~M2~0NS 

Linearization of non-linear models, and subsequent analysis of the linear 

approximation is an extremely powerful technique which is widely utilized 

in the analysis and control of many dynamic systems. Because the 

linearization itself, and many of the techniques for study of linear 

systems can easily be implemented on a computer, application of the techni

que requires practically no effort, even for the study of models including 

numerous state variables. Linearization enables the analyst of using all 

the tools of linear system analysis and design. 

Linear system theqry provides, among other things, ~ools for 

studying the operating structure of linear models (decomposition according 

to the actual working of the equations), for deriving model hierarchy, for 

study of the basic stability properties of the whole model as well as of 

each subsystem,· for perfot'llling model initialization in a correct way (see 

also ll~l),for systematic order reduction of linear models, and for com

putation of the time constants ('r2 as well as T3) included in a system. 

Moreover, when perforpted on a computer, linearization is more systematic 

than many other techniques since it automatically incorporates all relation

ships of the model. 

However, as with all techniques based on approximation or simplification, 

the validity of the linear model is limited, and all conclusions drawn should 

be verified in the original model. Moreover, many of the techniques for 

analysis of linear modeh that clearly show basic model properties include 

mathematical operations that obscure the relation between the properties 

detected and the original model assumptions. Yet, the experience of many 

investigators tells us that linear models, even of highly nonlinear originals, 

ca!l reveal many things. In negligible time, much information that may be 

__ e~!!L~!lpful in studyi!!~rigi'lltL . .!t~!:r:linear model can be generated. 
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Horeover, since contputers are available, numerous linearizations and 

analyses can be easily performed for consecutive points in time, and 

changes in a model's operating structure caused by non-lineari.ties may 

clearly come to light. 

Let us now consider the technical details more closely. It is 

started from the state-variable description for a closed system• 

(24) 

A linear model that reflects the basic properties of the original model 

around a state ,!(T) can be deduced by a first-order Taylor approximation 

of f(_!(t)) around _!(T): 

!< t) = !(T) + !! • (_!(t) - _!('f)). (25) 

where ! is a matrix the elements Aij of which are equal to 

(26) 

Thus, each element Aij gives the sensitivity of xi to small changes in xj • 

The linear model (25) can be analysed in different ways. 'fhe stability 

properties and time constants I3 may be derived by calculation of the 

eigenvalues of !• The. diagonal elements show the strength and sign of the 

net lag-free feedba~k of each state variable r.o its own rate of growth. 

The actual influence of xj on :A.i in the linear model may be evaluated by 

multiplication of the sensitivity Aij by the changes that actually tajte 

place in xj during a time period 1\'f. This ran be done for all elements, 

and then it follows from (25): 

• For ease of discussion, it is .Hsumed t:hat all exogenous influences are 
constant. Variations in exogenvus influences, how~ver, can be treated in 
a similar way. 
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n 
E (Aij•{xj(T+~T)-xj(T)}), 

j=l. 

where n • the dimension of the system under consideration. 

Now, if 

A'ij shows the amount of change in xi in the time period ~'f owing 

to the variations in xj during the same time period. Comparison of 

(27) 

(26) 

all elements of each row of ! teaches which couplings in the linear model 

a~e important and which not. Subsequently, !' can be simplified by 

neglecting all weak couplings, and a hierarchical structure of state 

variables may be derived automatically. Cuypers 1•1 and Schmidt 1111 

have demonstrated the utility of the approach in an application to For

rester's model. Recently, the technique has been extended, implemented 

and tested on a computer using the World3 model as a vehicle. Since 

it does not affect model properties, all third-order lags were replaced 

by first.,-order lags with the appropriate time constant (12) to reduce 

the number of state variables. The matrix ! was calculated numerically 

using a difference approximation of (26). Routines have been implemented 

that rescale! according to (26), derive a Boolean matrix indicating 

the major couplings, reorder it hierarchieally, and provide a graphical 

output of the results. Figure 10 shows the computer output obtained by 

linearizing World3 around its 1970 state. The matrix was rescaled 

according to (28) using the changes in e'lch state variable that actually 

take place in the nonlinear model during the period 1970-:-2000 (~'fA30 

years)•. 'fhe corresponding hierarchical uiagram is shown' in Figure I I. 

• A test calculation has shown that the outcome of the linear model initialised 
in 1970, hardly diff'ers fr.,m the origi.nal World3 model fo'r about 30 years. 
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Figu1•e 10: Computer output of total linearization program applied to 

the World3 standa1•d run between 19?0 arui 2000, The first 

column gives the ro!J munber, the seaund the lettersaript 

indiaating the variable's name (aee Appendix for explar~tion), 

the third the hierarahiaal level, and the fourth the time aon

stant t2 assoaiated !Jith the partiaular variable, exp1•esaed in 

yeal"s. 1'he aste1•ika sho!J the ma;_ior aouplings in matrix j'orm 

The results are in full agreement with the knowledge about the model's 

working that had been obtained in many other, much more time and 

energy consuming ways. The capital and part of the agricultural system 

is virtually autonomous, and influences - directly and/or indirectly -

the behaviour of all other vad.ables, 

Similarly, linearizations have been performed for other points in 

time during the World) standard run. 1'he results clearly show the changes 

in operating structure after 2020 owing to the nonlinearities in the 

capital and resource subsystem coming into play: resources rise also to 

the first level in the hierarchy. However, no further fundamental 

changes in operating structute are found, which illustrates that the 

capital and resource sul>system plays a leading part in the decline phase 

also. 

Further elaboration of the technique of linearization, and dis

cussion of conclusions drawn from ir.s ap1>l ication is ·possible, but it 

would lead us too far be.Y.-nd the aco(le of thE!_ P!-" . .,11.':~~~!'-r_. _____ . __ .. 
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e inll. by lC, AI, EIISI'C, Pl, 

G infl. by AI, .U., PI, P2, PJ. 

8 infl. by IC, SC, AL, PI, P2, Pl, P4. 

8 , 8 , 8 are oecoud-level variables, inlluenced by IC only. 

Fiytu•e 11: Influenae diafwam showing the hierarahy of the state varia

bles in the World3 standard run bet!Jeen 1970 and 2000, 

1'he tettersaripts are explained in the Appendix. 

V, CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Various methods of acquiring insight into the working of dynamic models 

have been presented. Yet, the list is far from being complete. Clearly, 

there· is much room left for improvement in the field of understanding. 

For the time being, experience and intuition will be at least equally 

important as technical skills. Therefore, rash application of the tools 

described in this paper is discouraged since many of them may be use

less or even dangerous in the hands of the inexperienced. 

The author is greatly indebted to Mrs. J, Smulders, who managed 

to type and re-type the manuscript in almost negligible time. 
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Land Fertility 
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Pollution (World2) 

Pollution Absorption (World2) 

Pollution Absorption Time (World2) 

Population Initial 

Persistent Pollution Appearance Rate 

Persistent Pollution (World3) 

Index of Persistent Pollution 

Service Capital 

Service Output 

Time 

Time constant (loop) 

Time constant (state variable) 

Time constant (overall behaviour) 
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